J ane Jacobs's book The Death and Life of Great American Cities (1961) signified a historic moment for urban planning; it was as pivotal as biologist Rachel Carson's Silent Spring would be for environmental conservation the following year. This year, the centenary of Jacobs's birth, is marked by retro spectives, tours, public talks, hagiographies and a Google Doodle. In his biography of the urban theorist, Eyes on the Street, Robert Kanigel calls her an "urban visionary". Mean while, in What a City Is For, Matt Hern offers both a development and a contemporary renunciation of Jacobs's thinking. Jacobs, as Kanigel reveals, was a journalist first and foremost. Her selftaught passion for cities arose from her belief that mass demo lition and slum clearances were damaging lives and contributing to the loss of what was vital about cities -the local, personal and parochial. She identified elements of suc cessful urban spaces, such as building density and mixed use. Her triumph was to celebrate community "in all its smallness" in that ulti mate metropolis, New York, while keeping the bigger picture in view. That focus led her inexorably to challenge the planning sys tem, and for many she remains the embattled everywoman, standing up to a corrupt cabal of urban master planners such as the ruthless Robert Moses. "The respect accorded her sometimes slipped over into veneration, " writes Kanigel (ironically, a charge that could be levelled at his book). But was she heroic, or simply driven centrestage by events? There is no denying Jacobs's impact, intelligence and determination. Kanigel notes that she "embodied the Victorian vir tues" such as selfdiscipline. In 1958, head ing a committee that included luminaries such as anthropologist Margaret Mead and sociologist Lewis Mumford, Jacobs suc cessfully fought off the construction of the Lower Manhattan Expressway. A brainchild of Moses, this dual carriageway would have run through Greenwich Village's Washing ton Square Park and a swathe of Jacobs's beloved lowlevel brownstone buildings. The "doyenne of urban activism", as soci ologist Saskia Sassen put it, had little taste or aptitude for the limelight, but was bold enough to force Moses out of a meeting (he famously claimed that he hadn't wanted to deal with "a bunch of mothers"). Such moments prompted Matt Tyrnauer, direc tor of documentary Citizen Jane (2016), to call her an intellectual "badass".
Her radicalism found full expression in The Death and Life of Great American Cities. Opening bluntly with "This book is an attack on current city planning and rebuilding", Jacobs articulated a disillusion ment with authority that heralded the mood of the tumultuous 1960s. It was a powerful rejoinder to faceless powerbrokers "hold ing court" over urban decisions. She railed at the exclusionary nature of formal planning procedures, and condemned decadesold modernist planning policy that she saw as prioritizing buildings over people. As a coun terweight, she documented many examples of healthy social engagement in neighbour hoods soon to be erased in the rush towards highrise alienation. The title of Kanigel's book refers to one of Jacobs's key ideas: that the design of shared spaces overlooked by windows can contribute to urban safety. The book has influenced the urbanplanning debate ever since, characterizing master planning, for instance, as brutal, carcentric and focused on bland concretization.
Kanigel's book, although well researched, often delves gratuitously into minutiae. We are told of the time Jacobs broke her hip, and the occasion when her husband managed to eat a large quiche. Thus, the bigger picture on this fascinating thinker is largely missed. Most surprisingly, the dramatic struggle with Moses is relegated to a single scene. It's an odd treatment of a writer who seems to have been interested only in large ideas and intellectual engagement, arguing with everyone over her kitchen table or in public meeting rooms. For her, the search for truth was meaningful, and personal life was of little importance.
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Humanizing the urban fabric
Austin Williams examines two books that probe the dynamic relationship between people and city. To Hern, by contrast, the personal is every thing. What a City Is For is predomi nantly an examination of the impact of planning policy on local communities and individuals, particularly in relation to gentrifi cation. There are inevitable echoes of Jacobs's thinking, such as her concept of 'unslum ming' -seeing and encouraging the inherent value in poorer neighbourhoods, rather than sweeping them away. But Hern reveals how residents' trust in any official intervention has deteriorated. He starts in Portland, Oregon, where discriminatory planning legislation has effectively made a ghetto of Albina, a black neighbourhood. When the local authority tried to upgrade the area, residents resisted, convinced of impending displacement. Activists told Hern that they knew black resi dents were doomed as soon as they saw the community gardens and bicycle lanes.
Hern is at pains to check his privilege as a white man speaking on predominantly black issues. He writes "cautiously and hopefully with humility", endorses con flicting arguments and seems unwilling to offer clarifications. The result is confusing: an apologetic polemic. Hern even wonders whether communities are actually merely refuges for "misogynist oppression, vio lence, and misery", leaving the reader to wonder what is being defended other than the process of community defence. In essence, this is a book about power rela tions, but not in the dualistic manner of Jacobs versus Moses. Rather, it's a more fundamental rejection of anyone's right to set standards of what a good community or city should be. A truly democratic com mons would obviate the concept of own ership, Hern argues, because all land was stolen from colonized peoples. Cities, he feels, need to "disown" themselves.
The great US urbanist Daniel Burnham once said: "Make no little plans. " Sixty years later, Jacobs decried the arrogance of such grand modernist thinking. A further 60, and Hern is opposed to the very concept of conscious planning. Jacobs was hugely influential in democratizing the planning process, and in supporting socioeconomic and cultural diversity by advocating variety in architecture and vitality in shared spaces. But she saw urban diversity as fluid. Hern treats diversity as a value in its own right, and seems compelled to endorse social frag mentation in the name of increasing socio economic and ethnic diversity, to the point of urban liquidation. I don't think Jacobs would have approved. ■ Austin Williams is associate professor of architecture at Xi' an Jiaotong-Liverpool University in Suzhou, China, and the author of the forthcoming China's Urban Revolution. e-mail: futurecitiesproject@gmail.com A Day in the Life of the Brain Susan Greenfield Allen lAne (2016) As we traipse through our day, what is happening inside our brainpans? Neuroscientist Susan Greenfield investigates consciousness from waking to sleeping, drawing on her own research into neuronal assemblies -evanescent coalitions of neurons that ripple across the brain -and that of myriad other scientists, from Antonio Damasio to Rodolfo Llinás. An illuminating, engrossing journey into (and beyond) the biology of time, the synergism of walking and cognition, and the phylogeny of dreams. Barbara Kiser
The Past and Future City: How Historic Preservation is Reviving America's Communities
Stephanie Meeks with Kevin C. Murphy IslAnd (2016) The US suburb may be on the wane, as recognition grows of how unsustainable long car commutes really are. So suggests Stephanie Meeks in this punchy study of the "great inversion" -the flow of younger people into historic city centres. Meeks, who helms the US National Trust for Historic Preservation, presents metrics from its research arm and copious case studies to argue that renovation is greener and older urban districts socio-economically superior -but warns against the diversity-crushing tendencies of gentrification. Simon Ings FAber & FAber (2016) When Joseph Stalin died in 1953 after ruling the Soviet Union for more than 20 years, the nation's science was "the glory and the laughing stock of the intellectual world", notes Simon Ings. His monumental chronicle follows hordes of brilliant scientific chancers who welded their talents to the fledgling union, only for many to 'disappear' into the gulags, or mentally atrophy under the leaden hand of bureaucracy. Ings ably tweezers the discoveries and disasters out of this political train-wreck, from the triumphs of psychologist Lev Vygotsky to the pseudoscience of agrobiologist Trofim Lysenko.
Stalin and the Scientists
Urban Forests Jill Jonnes VIkIng (2016)
The deforestation that ran rampant in the United States through the nineteenth century spurred a band of doughty dendrologists and politicians to forest the cities. Jill Jonnes' stimulating history chronicles their collective story, from William Hamilton (who reintroduced Ginkgo biloba to North America millennia after it was glaciated out) to the many scientists struggling to control blights and beetles. Today, Jonnes shows, despite trees' measurable benefits for human well-being and microclimate regulation, urban forestation remains at risk from short-sighted redevelopment.
People Cities: The Life and Legacy of Jan Gehl
Annie Matan and Peter Newman IslAnd (2016) For half a century, Danish architect and writer Jan Gehl has been enacting a revolution in people-centred urban design. Like Jane Jacobs (see page 614), Gehl rejects the sterile functionalism of modernism, instead methodically analysing human behaviour in shared spaces -the "life between buildings" -to isolate criteria for holistic planning. This in-depth, illustrated biography by Annie Matan and Peter Newman follows the evolution of Gehl's theories as he 'reconquers' cities from London to Sydney with pedestrianized streets, bike lanes, enriched 'edge environments' and more.
